Chester & North Wales C.C. – 09/08/14
Mrs Di Brown
My thanks to Chris & Peter for the judging invitation, it was a pleasure to be here and
as always the hospitality was excellent.
A.C. British or Manx Premier Male
GD PC – McColl’s GD CH & PR FERGAN BEAU BRUMMEL )BRI n 03) MN
10/04/12. A handsome lad but hiding away not showing himself today, he looked a
whole lot larger and more substantial out of his pen. Good head type with fairly full
cheeks and a well rounded muzzle, ears small, rounded at the tips, set well apart and
fitting the rounded contours of the head well, short broad nose, firm chin and level
bite. Round eyes, expression good with mid gold colour. Body cobby and weighty
with good depth to chest, short limbs and medium length tail to balance. Black and
white patches to coat with white to just over the third in proportion, black patches
sound, white inverted “v” to face and patches on tummy across the chest and neck, a
little over the shoulder and some on all four limbs with fully coloured tail. Coat short
and reasonably dense although a little soft in texture today and losing hair. A sweet
boy who although very shy handled well. Excellently presented.
A.C. British or Manx Premier Female
GD PC – Fitzgerald’s PR WAYDANKES LADY BELLA (BRI g 03) FN.
09/06/08. A mature and well balanced lady neuter of very good type. Round head
with good broad skull and medium sized ears that are nicely rounded at the tip and set
well apart, full cheeks and a well rounded muzzle, short nose, firm chin and level
bite. Open expression to eyes of deep gold. Strong cobby body with short limbs and
medium length tail with rounded tip. Attractive balance between blue cream and
white patches, mid blue patches almost sound, cream patches pale and minimal for
ghosting, white patches to just under half with inverted ‘v’ to face, a good deal down
the neck and across the chest, on tummy and on all four limbs with fully coloured tail.
Coat short and dense with a hint of crispness. A friendly lady who was excellently
presented.
R – Springlett’s PR KOLINGA BALENCIAGA (BRI a) FN 10/06/08. Another
mature lady neuter, very good British type and is cobby and substantial. Strong
round head with medium sized ears set well apart, nice full cheeks and well rounded
muzzle, short nose, deep chin and level bite. Round eyes, open and expressive with
mid gold colour. Super weighty cobby body, short strong limbs and medium length
tail. Mid blue coat, a little tipping evident but otherwise blue to roots, short and very
dense though a little soft in texture today. Excellent to handle and excellently
presented.
A.C. Siamese or Balinese Grand Premier
IMP – Johnson’s GD PR SULALAYA ICEWARRIOR (SIA m 21) MN 18/08/11.
A large but elegant neuter boy of very good type. Longer wedge, top line okay but
could be marginally wider for balance, ears large and very well set. Oriental eye
shape and set with bright mid blue colour. Profile almost straight with firm chin and

level bite. Well defined neck-line and a long substantial but elegant body with
excellent tone for a neuter, well tapered tail to almost balance. Mid lilac-based
caramel tabby points, some brownish over-tones evident on ears and the tail rings, of
which there are many, with good scarab, cheek tracings and very pale bracelets,
thumb prints barely discernable. Short close coat with excellent texture, and with the
bare minimum of shading to tone. Excellent to handle and presented in immaculate
condition.
R – Ryan’s GD PR RIDESTAR SEVERN SUNRISE (BAL d 21) MN 20/06/12. A
big strong and handsome Bali chap. Medium length wedge with very good top of
head, ears fairly large and well furnished, set to balance. Good profile, chin and bite,
bit of a pinch to muzzle today. Oriental eye shape and set, can widen at times, better
when relaxed, colour bright mid blue. Long weighty body with strong boned limbs
and large tufted paws, tail needs an inch to balance. Rich bright red tabby poinst with
tail rings just about seen today, coat good for length, though plume could be better
furnished, texture very fine and silky, some quite heavy shading over back to tone.
The sweetest temperament and excellently presented.
British Black Adult Male
BOB – McColl’s CH FERGAN BOOGIE WOOGIE (BRI n) M 03/04/12. A
young handsome male, somewhat rangy at present but has lovely size and substance
to him. Strong round head with full cheeks and very good width between fairly small
ears that are rounded at the tips and set to follow the contours of the head. Round eyes
with good open expression and mid gold colour. Rounded forehead and short broad
nose, chin lines up and the bite is level. Adolescent body with chest still to broaden,
short strong limbs and tail with rounded tip to balance. Jet black coat that was sound
to roots, nice and short but could be denser and a little crisper but given the time of
year was fine. Excellent temperament, he handled really well. Excellently presented.
British Black Adult Female
CC - Wright’s JOANDTO SWEET CHARITY (BRI n) F 25/07/13. An attractive
young queen, still very much big kitten and as such is a little out of balance overall
with head small and out of proportion to the body, but having said that she is what
you might expect at this age and thus acceptable for the certificate. Good for type
with neat rounded head, cheeks slight as yet but nicely rounded in the muzzle with
medium sized ears set well apart. Short nose and firm chin with level bite. Very good
open expression to eyes, colour a mid gold that ideally could be a little more intense
in tone. Good weight to slightly rangy body, short limbs and medium length tail to
balance. Jet black coat, sound to roots, short and reasonably dense with a hint of
crispness to it. A sweet tempered lady excellently presented.
British Cream Adult
CC & BOB – Brownlow’s LOHAVA CAPTAIN JACK SPARROW (BRI e) M
07/07/13. A handsome young male with some very good qualities, but he was
extremely difficult to handle and I was only able to have the briefest look a his bite
without risking my fingers. Round head with good strength for a youngster, full
cheeks and slight jowls, rounded muzzle, nose short and broad with a deep strong
chin, bite appeared to be level. Round eyes of mid gold colour. Very good weight to
body with a short strong neck and good breadth to chest, limbs short and strong with
good tail. Pale sandy-toned cream coat, almost clear with minimal ghosting and

virtually sound, marginally long but dense and fairly crisp in texture. He was really
feeling his feet today and I do hope he settles because he is a very nice boy.
Excellently presented.
British Black Neuter
PC & BOB – Prout’s GD CH FERGAN MAGIC SPELL (BRI n) FN 20/07/09. A
mature lady neuter of very good type, compact and cobby all round. Well rounded
head with good width to skull, ears medium in size and well set. Round eyes, open
and expressive with deep gold colour. Rounded forehead and short nose, chin lines up
with the nose tip and has good depth, bite level. Strong body type, short limbs and
rounded paws, medium length tail with rounded tip. Excellent coat qualities, it was
jet black and sound to roots, very short, dense and crisp in texture. A lovely lady,
obviously embarking on a new career as a neuter, and she should do well. Excellent
temperament and presentation.
British Black Silver Tabby Neuter
PC & BOB – Hatton’s VINMAR SILVA-BENJI (BRI ns 22) MN 10/07/13. An
attractive male neuter, still a big baby but promises to be very nice when he has
finished. Broad head with very good width to skull, ears medium in size and he does
have a tendency to flatten them at times, but setting good, cheeks slight as yet and he
tends to puff out his whisker pads. Short broad nose, firm chin and level bite. Very
good expression to eyes, round and open with paler gooseberry green colour. Body a
tad long and rangy at present but has very good substance, short limbs and medium
length tail with rounded tip. Super tabby pattern, jet black and well defined with
minimal brindling, all key element present, good butterfly, three even and evenly
spaced spine lines, large round complete oysters, multi necklaces and bracelets with
tiny spots to toes. Coat very short but could be denser and crisper. A sweet natured
lad, excellently presented.
A.C. Colourpointed (inc Cinnamon & Fawn) British Neuter Male
BOB – Wardle’s IMP GD PR ADATESH BLUE SNOWMAN (BRI a 33) MN
20/02/08. I just love this chap, he such wonderful size and substance, and the most
enormous paws. Super type too, with broad round head, full cheeks and well rounded
muzzle. Round eyes excellent for expression and the colour is impressive for this
breed, a really good blue. Huge cobby body, very strong boned limbs and the
aforementioned yeti paws, medium length tail with rounded tip. Mid blue points well
matched, just the tail a fraction darker, coat quite heavily shaded but he is not a
youngster, texture not quite right today is was rather long and soft and could be
denser, - probably the weather. Amazing temperament, such a sweetie and I bet he is
a joy to own. Excellently presented.
A.C. Colourpointed (inc Cinnamon & Fawn) British Neuter Female
As considered for BOB – Wood & Broadway’s PR PARRADAZY MADDISON
(BRI c 21 33) 12/05/12. A neat and tidy lady neuter of overall good type. Well
rounded head with fairly full cheeks, ears are a touch large for balance but have good
width between. Rounded forehead and short nose, deep strong chin, bite somewhat
under unfortunately. Round eyes open and expressive with clear blue colour. Body
compact and cobby with short limbs, tail to balance with rounded tip. Pale pinkytoned tabby points with well defined tail rings. Magnolia coat almost unshaded but a

little long and soft in texture today. Sweet tempered and easy to handle, excellently
presented.
Oriental Black Adult
CC & BOB – Entwistle’s GABLME AREZZO ROMA (OSH n) F 15/09/13.
Gorgeous girl, stylish and elegant. Super head, balanced and even with lovely top and
very large flyaway ears set to follow. Haughty expression to eyes of bright mid green.
Marginal dip to nose, chin lines up and the bite is level. Long slender but weighty
body, long spidery limbs with neat oval paws, excellent length whippy tail to balance.
Glossy black coat that was sound to roots, short sleek and very close-lying. Perfect
temperament, really knows how to show herself. Excellently presented.
Oriental Blue Adult
BOB – Keoghan’s CH ADERSTAR VOODOO CHILD (OSH a) F 19/01/13.
Stylish lady of very good type and maturity. Medium length wedge with very good
top of head, ears large, nicely flared and set to balance. Profile a touch uneven with
marginal dips above the brow line and centre nose, good firm chin and level bite.
Long elegant neck with a long well toned and weighty body, long elegant limbs and
tail to almost balance. Mid blue coat, rather unsound today but clear of ghosting, and
the length and texture is excellent. A friendly girl, excellently presented.
Havana Kitten
1st & BOB – Jones’ MESBELLES MADEMOISELE COCO (OSH b) F 31/03/14.
An attractive kitten of overall good type and well grown for her age. Medium length
wedge, top line perhaps a tad narrow but ears large and well set. Basic eye shape
good but can hold wide at times, better when she relaxes and the colour is good.
Almost straight profile, firm chin and level bite with teething pinch to muzzle. Long
weighty and firm toned body, good whip tail. Darker Havana coat, but with some
warmth of tone and sound to roots, good for length and close in texture. Excellent
temperament and presentation.
Oriental Black Kitten Male
1st & BOB – Masters’ ENIGMATIC HES SOVAIN (OSH n) M 05/03/14. A very
stylish lad who shows himself well, and like his name, is very well aware of his
attractiveness. Excellent head with wide top line and very large ears excellently set.
Snooty expression to eyes of mid green. Slight dip to nose good depth to chin and
level bite. Excellent coat, short sleek and gloss jet black that was completely sound to
roots. I did find a few paler hairs in his arm pits, which should have been tidied up –
Exhibitor please note, as I would hate for this lovely boy to have his awards withheld
in future because of this. Perfect temperament.
Oriental Back Kitten Female
1st – Bill & Yates’ MAZPAHS BLACK PEARL (OSH n) F 13/04/14. A very
young baby, good for type, perhaps a tad small as yet but has good weight for size.
Neat medium length wedge, top line okay and her ears are large and nicely set.
Oriental eye shape and set with mid green colour Dip to profile centre nose, chin
rounds of somewhat and the bite is scissored over at present. Medium length body
with good tone, dainty limbs and paws, long whippy tail. Soft fine baby coat as yet
and so is a slightly dull black, but very sound and good for length. A very sweet
person, excellently presented.

Oriental Black Neuter
PC & BOB – Caney’s MERRYTAIL NOAH (OSH n) MN 02/08/11. A large
strong neuter boy of good type. Longer wedge with good top of head, ears large and
well set but with a tendency to hold high at times. Oval eye shape with gentle
expression and clear mid green colour. Slight dip to profile, firm chin and level bite,
slight pinch to muzzle. Super long strong and well toned body, long strong-boned
limbs and oval paws, tail well tapered and almost balances all that body length. Super
coat, short sleek and glossy black, lying very close to body and completely sound.
Handled well and was presented in immaculate condition.
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